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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
According to the Business Cycle Dating Committee of the National Bureau of Economic 
Research, the 'Great' Recession lasted from December 2007 to June 2009.  Table 1 compares the 
duration of this recession to that of previous recessions.  The length of the Great Recession, 18 
months, is similar to that of the longest recent recessions--16 months each for the recessions that 
began in November 1973 and July 1981.   
 
Table 1.  Past economic downturns in the U.S. Economy--1900 to present 
Start date of the downturn length of the downturn 

(Number of months) 
Start of the downturn Length of the downturn 

(Number of months) 
September 1902 23 November 1948 11 
May 1907 13 July 1953 10 
January 1910 24 August 1957 8 
January 1913 23 April 1960 10 
August 1918 7 December 1969 11 
January 1920 18 November 1973 16 
May 1923 14 January 1980 6 
October 1926 13 July 1981 16 
August 1929 (The Great Depression) 43 July 1990 8 
May 1937 13 March 2001 8 
February 1945 8 December 2007  18 
Source:  National Bureau of Economic Research, "U.S. Business Cycle Expansions and Contractions."  Available at 
<http://www.nber.org/cycles/cyclesmain.html> 
 
However, almost two years after the official end of the Great Recession, many families are still 
experiencing its negative effects.  One reason that this recession has caused so much economic 
hardship for workers and their families is because of its severity and the continuing high 
unemployment rate.  For example, over 8 million jobs were lost (Tasci and Zaman 2010). To 
place this job loss in perspective, about 6% of all jobs were lost, which in relative terms is more 
than twice the rate of job loss in the recession of the early 1980s.    
 
In addition, post-recession job growth has been much slower than it was after the recession of the 
early 1980s--the unemployment rate exceeded 9 percent for 19 consecutive months, from July 

                                                 
1 The Michigan Recession and Recovery Study is supported by funds provided to the National Poverty Center at the 
University of Michigan by cooperative agreement 1 U1 AE000002-01 from the Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Planning and Evaluation at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and by funds provided by the Office 
of the Vice-President for Research at the University of Michigan, the Ford Foundation and the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.  Tedi Castelli and Danielle Kay-Maxwell Battle provided excellent research 
assistance; Sarah Burgard and Tedi Castelli provided helpful comments on a previous draft. Any opinions expressed 
are those of the authors. 
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2009 until February 2011, when the rate fell to 8.9 percent.   As evidence of the slow pace of the 
recovery, the Congressional Budget Office recently projected that the unemployment rate would 
not fall back to 5 percent until after 2015.2  
 
An examination of the employment-to-population ratio tells a similar tale about the labor market.  
Figure 1, using data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, shows that the employment-to-
population ratio was fairly stable during most of 2007.  However, from December 2007 through 
November 2010, the ratio fell rapidly from 62.7% to 58.2%.  As of March  2011 the share of the 
population employed stood at 58.5%. 
 
Figure 1.  Changes in employment during the Great Recession 

 
 
Source: Author's analysis of data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
 
While much attention has been focused on rising unemployment and falling earnings and 
income, less attention has been paid to household wealth, assets, and debts of families in the 
aftermath the Great Recession.  An understanding of household balance sheets is important 
because the recession was accompanied by both a labor market crisis and by a financial crisis--a 
collapse in housing prices that began in September 2008 and a subsequent decline in the stock 
market, with stocks losing almost half their value between Fall 2008 and Spring 2009.  These 
price drops have important negative effects on families' financial positions. 
 
II. HOUSEHOLD BALANCE SHEETS AFTER THE RECESSION 
  

                                                 
2 Congressional Budget Office (2011).  The Budget and Economic Outlook:  Fiscal Years 2011 to 2021. 
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This brief summarizes data covering the assets and debts of a stratified, random sample of 914 
adults between the ages of 19 and 64 who resided in the Detroit Metropolitan Area and were 
interviewed between October 2009 and March 2010 in the first wave of the Michigan Recession 
and Recovery Study (MRRS), a new panel study designed to examine how families and workers 
have been affected by the Great Recession.  The in-person interviews lasted about 60 minutes 
and covered a wide range of topics. The response rate was 82.8 percent.  Although the survey is 
limited in its geographic scope, it highlights the circumstances that have affected many 
Americans.  
 
The importance of different assets and debts in households' portfolios 
 
Wealth is distributed across a number of types of assets.  The mean of total assets for all 
respondents (including those with no assets) is $195,746, with a median of $108,270.  Because 
the distribution of asset ownership is very skewed, with a small proportion of respondents having 
very high asset levels for each type, the median is typically much lower than the mean.  
 
The home is the most important asset for most households, with a mean value of $91,760 for all 
respondents and a median of $67,361. 3 Among all respondents, housing is the most important 
asset despite the recent decline in home values (Figure 2), representing 46.9% of total assets.  
The second largest asset category is retirement accounts, such as IRAs and 401(k)s, representing 
about 30% of all assets. Many families report that saving for retirement is an important motive 
for saving.  Prior to the recession, about one-third of all households listed retirement as the most 
important reason for saving (Bucks, Kennickell, Mach and Moore 2009). 
 
Figure 2. Share of different assets as a fraction of the overall portfolio, All Respondents 

 
 
  
Respondents also reported having a variety of debts (Figure 3), 73.8% percent of which is 
housing-related, such as mortgages and home equity loans. Credit card debt, student loans and 

                                                 
3 MRRS questions, for the most part, ask the respondents about their own assets and debts. For example, , “Do you 
have savings in money market funds, government savings bonds, certificate of deposit, stocks or treasury bonds?” 
We expect that most married respondents would hold these assets in joint accounts, so that the responses reflect 
household assets. This would also be the case for individuals living alone. However, we expect that a 25 year old 
respondent who lives with her parents reports only her own accounts, not those of her parents. 
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vehicle loans each represent about 5 to 6% of respondents' outstanding liabilities.  Total debt for 
all respondents averages $97,265, about half the value of total assets. 
 
Figure 3.  Share of different debt types as a fraction of total debt, All Respondents 
 

 
 
Ownership rates and balances held, conditional on having each asset type 
 
The median, or "typical," household in the Detroit metropolitan area with a bank account had a 
balance of about $1,414 (Figure 4),  much smaller than the  $4,000 median balance reported for 
households nationally prior to the recession in the Federal Reserve Board’s 2007 Survey of 
Consumer Finances, SCF, (Bucks, Kennickell, Mach and Moore 2009). 4   Using the Fed’s pre-
recession nationwide estimates as a benchmark suggests that the recession likely caused the 
typical Michigan account holder to drawn down liquid assets.5   
 
Figure 4 also presents information about retirement accounts.  The proportion of MRRS 
respondents with an IRA/401k is 57.1% (not shown), similar to the pre-recession SCF  report of 
53% for all U.S. households.  The median balance held among the Detroit Area account-holders 
is $31,440, not a large amount of retirement savings.  In addition, 14.5% of account-holders 
reported having recently withdrawn funds from these accounts, suggesting that the Great 
Recession is likely to have long-run consequences--some respondents will have to delay their 
planned retirement age, and/or try to save more in the future and/or accept a lower standard of 
living during retirement.6   

                                                 
4 Because the means for distributions that are highly skewed are often much higher than the medians,  researchers  
use the median to describe the situation of the typical household.  The median  is not sensitive to extreme values. 
5This lower level of balances may reflect a lower pre-recession level for Michigan.  A recent Federal Reserve report 
analyzes data from a special 2007-2009 SCF panel and suggests that  the median balance held in bank accounts 
remained around $4,000 in 2009 nationwide (Bricker, Bucks, Kennickell, Mach and Moore 2011). 
6 This figure is comparable to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York's finding that--nationwide--11% of individuals 
had withdrawn funds from  retirement accounts prematurely, from roughly the end of 2008 to the end of 2009 
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Figure 4.  Median dollar values for different asset types, among those holding the asset 
(with percent holding the asset in parentheses) 
 

 
 
Turning to liabilities, many respondents have significant debts.  For example, 58.8% had 
outstanding credit card debt (Figure 5), higher than the 46.1% pre-recession rate in the 2007 
SCF.  The median balance among those with such debt is $2,976 (Figure 5), similar to the $3,000 
reported in the 2007 SCF.  Because the fraction of households carrying balances appears to have 
risen, it is likely that more households used credit cards to pay expenses during the recession.7 
 
Figure 5.  Median dollar values for different types of debt, among those holding the debt type  
(with proportion of households carrying the debt type in parentheses) 
 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
(Chakrabarti, Lee, van der Klaauw and Zafar 2011).  While the figure reported in the MRRS is larger, it is likely 
because more  households in Michigan  have been hurt by the recession, relative to the rest of the nation.   
7 Preliminary national data from the 2007-2009 SCF panel suggest that the percentage of households with credit card 
debt fell slightly (about 5%) between 2007 and 2009 (Bricker et al. 2011).  The median balance reported for 2009 in 
this SCF panel ($3,300) remained somewhat similar to the 2007 median, as it is in our study. 
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Figure 5 also shows that 18.9 % of respondents have student loan debt, with a median of 
$10,877.  Only a small fraction of respondents report being late on student loan payments (1.6%) 
however, so it is likely that those whose student loan debt was unmanageable applied to 
temporarily suspend payments. Those individuals who may have been eligible to stop making 
payments temporarily during the recession due to deferment and forbearance rules, may have 
financial commitments that increase again when their employment status improves.8 
 
Data from the private rating agency Fitch Incorporated suggest that deferment rates and 
forbearance rates on student loans both rose during the recession.  For the first quarter of 2009, 
Fitch's Deferment and Forbearance Index showed a deferment rate of 16.4% and a forbearance 
rate of 11.8% (Business Wire 2009).  Both figures were higher than the levels shown prior to the 
recession.9 For example, a deferment rate of 13.5% and a forbearance rate of 11.3% were 
reported for the second quarter of 2006 (Fitch 2006).10 The increase for both indices (albeit slight 
for the latter) suggests that some former students may have postponed paying off their student 
loan debt because of recession-induced shocks to household income.11   

 
 Aside from student loans, mortgage debt, and credit card debt, about 28.6% of respondents have 
median medical debt of $1,213 (Figure 5).  These medical debts range from $0 to $100,000, with 
the top 5 percent of debtors owing over $28,753 (not shown).   
 
About 31 percent of respondents have a debt-to-asset ratio greater than 1, indicating that the total 
value of their debts exceeds the value of their assets.12  That is, they could not pay off all their 
debts even if they liquidated all of their assets, including their homes.  A few respondents are 
carrying large debt loads relative to their gross savings, as the mean household debt-to-asset ratio 
is 324.5, even though the median is only 0.60.    In contrast, according to the 2007 SCF data, the 
median U.S. household debt-to-asset ratio prior to the recession (0.21), and the mean, 55.1, were 

                                                 
8 Federally-sponsored student loans, such as PLUS loans and Stafford and Perkins Loans, allow a borrower to defer 
payments on the loan under certain conditions: if a borrower is enrolled in graduate school, or is unemployed, or is 
experiencing economic hardship (College Board 2007).  If an individual does not qualify for a deferment, but has 
extenuating circumstances, the borrower may apply for forbearance, which allows a suspension of payments on the 
principal, and often allows the borrower to forego paying  interest as well, if the borrower is willing to let the 
interest be capitalized during the period that payments are suspended (College Board 2007).  Private student loans 
often offer similar options.   
9 The second quarter of 2006 is the most recent period prior to 2009 for which we can find data on the Fitch 
Deferment and Forbearance Index.  This index does not correspond exactly to the percentage of students who have 
asked for deferments, nor the percentage of loans that are in deferment.  Rather, it measures the percentage of the 
total loan portfolio held by lenders that is in default (see www.fitchratings.com). 
10 Prior to 2006, the deferment rate lay between 12.3 to 13.5% (from 2002 to the second quarter of 2006).  The 
forbearance rate fluctuated between 14.8% and 11.3% from 2002 to 2006. 
11 The default rate for the cohort of borrowers who had been expected to begin making payments on student loans 
between October 2007 and September 2008 was 7% (US Dept. of Education 2010).  This period corresponds 
roughly to the early part of the recession.  This rate is slightly higher than the 6.7% default rate for the previous year.  
Because this increase was modest, while the increase in the Fitch Deferment Index was more pronounced, it appears 
that the recession's strongest effect may have been to push borrowers to pursue options that allowed them to 
temporarily suspend student loan payments. 
12 Some households have zero debt and no assets—these 26 cases were excluded from this analysis.  Any household 
with positive debt but no assets was assigned $1 as its total assets so that a debt-to-asset ratio could be computed. 
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both much smaller. 13  However, one would expect the pre-recession mean and median to be 
smaller than their post-recession values, as households take on debt and lose asset value during 
any recession.  About 8 percent of SCF households had a debt-to-asset ratio greater than one, 
compared to 31 percent in the MRRS. 
 
The burdens of being in debt are likely to increase with the number of creditors. Figure 6 shows 
that about one in ten MRRS respondents have no debt, and another one out of five only has one 
type of debt, such as their home (Figure 6).  Yet, about two out of five respondents hold 3 or 
more different types of debt. About a fifth of all respondents have four or more types.  For 
example, a homeowner with a mortgage, who has a car loan, credit card debt, and unpaid utility 
bills; or a renter, with a car loan, credit card debt, and past due utility and medical bills. 
 
Figure 6.  Respondents by number of different types of debt held 

  
 
 
The MRRS gathered data on the extent to which respondents have fallen behind on payments.  
About 14% of respondents have unpaid utility bills, with a median balance of $564 (Figure 5), 
and a range from $50 to $7,000 (not shown).  This implies that some families are likely to have 
heavy debts long after the economy recovers. 

 
The data in Table 2 reveal that 26% of  renters were late paying rent in the year prior to the 
interview, 10.2% of homeowners had fallen behind on their mortgage, and 14% of respondents 
were late making paying their medical bills.  Additionally, about 40 % of all respondents were 
behind on at least one bill in the year prior to the interview. This includes 21.1% who were late 
paying 1 bill, 13.5%, late paying 2 bills, and 4.1% late on 3 or more different bills. 
 
We can compare our findings to those from two recent national surveys from the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York.  Chakrabarti, Lee, van der Klaauw and Zafar (2011) report that 
households appear to have responded to the recession by reducing debt.  They find that US 
households began to pay down mortgage debt in net terms beginning around 2008 and that they 
began paying down non-mortgage debt in net terms in 2009.  These results paint a rosier picture 
of families' situations than our data do.  One reason for the difference may be that the MRRS 

                                                 
13 Source:  Author's calculations using SCF data. 
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data also include outstanding obligations on utility bills, medical bills, and other 'routine' bills in 
addition to  debt on loans from official sources such as banks and other financial institution.  The 
discrepancy is also due partly to Michigan's having experienced a more severe economic shock 
than the rest of the nation.   
 
    
III.  UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE HOUSEHOLD BALANCE SHEET 
 
 The unemployed are most likely to be negatively affected by a recession. Losing a job can make 
it hard for workers and their families to pay their bills, or it can cause them to borrow to make 
ends meet, or to curtail their consumption.  Table 3 categorizes respondents according to their 
employment experiences between January 2007 and their survey month (October 2009 through 
March 2010).  Respondents that experienced long spells of unemployment, defined as being 
unemployed for 6 months or more in total, and who lived in a household in which there was no 
other earner at the time of the interview who could offset their earnings losses, are compared to 
three other groups:  (i) respondents who were employed (either full-time or part-time) in every 
month between January 2007 and the start of the survey in October 2009, (ii) respondents who 
were not in the labor force in any month between January 2007 and October 2009 (iii) all others, 
including those who only experienced short spells of unemployment.   
 
Respondents who were long-term unemployed had significantly less median net wealth than 
those who were steadily employed--$1,159, compared to $28,493 (data not shown).  Without 
knowing pre-recession wealth levels, the MRRS data do not allow us to determine whether the 
lower wealth for the long-term unemployed is due to their having drawn down their savings to 
cope with the recession. However, we do know that the long-term unemployed have emerged 
from the recession with a very smaller level of savings to cushion future employment shocks.  
 
Unemployment and household debt burdens 
 
We first examine several debt categories for these four groups.  As shown in Table 3, among all 
respondents who were long-term unemployed, the median credit card debt was $88.  However, it 
was $1802 for those who carry a balance month-to-month.  Interestingly, the  long-term 
unemployed have a smaller median debt than those who worked steadily, probably because the 
latter have greater access to credit. 
 
The long-term unemployed also have significant medical bills, with a mean of $4,845, an amount 
that is much higher than the averages for other groups.  For example, the average medical debt 
held by those working steadily throughout 2007 - 2009 is $539.  If one excludes respondents 
without medical debt, the typical long-term unemployed respondent owes $1,668. However, 
some of them have very  high medical debt, as evidenced by their large mean--$10,165. 
 
Table 3 also presents information about unemployed respondents' ability to pay their bills on 
time.  Just  over 25% of all respondents had utility bills that were past due.  The typical long-
term unemployed respondent with unpaid utility bills owed over $992.  The long-term 
unemployed also have problems covering their monthly housing costs.  About 36.4% have had 
trouble paying their rent on time, and 20.2% fell behind making a mortgage payment. 
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An examination of the total debt held by households reveals that respondents who have been 
unemployed for at least 6 months actually have less total debt than other respondents.  For 
example, the median long-term unemployed respondent has $9,059 in outstanding debt, while 
the typical steady worker has debts of $77,082.  Individuals with stable jobs are likely to have 
better access to additional credit than those who are not working.  And, if a person is unsure if 
and when s/he will be working again, s/he may choose to curtail consumption whenever possible, 
rather than borrow. In any case, it is not a contradiction that the long-term unemployed have 
more medical and utility debt than steady workers because these debts, unlike mortgages, are 
ones over which the "lender" has little control.   
  
Unemployment and household assets 
 
Because income not consumed in any year can be allocated across different assets in normal 
times, any asset can be considered as a savings device. Table 4 includes information about the 
assets held by respondents in the four categories.  There is a large gap in asset values between 
the long-term unemployed and other respondents.  For example, the typical long-term 
unemployed respondent has $24,012 in total assets, while the median steady worker has assets 
valued at $154,501.  This asset differential remains at the median even after households with 
zero assets have been eliminated from the comparison.   
 
Turning to savings held in bank accounts, the typical long-term unemployed respondent with a 
bank account has $100, much less than the $1,961 that the typical account holder who has been 
working steadily has.  Among those who have an IRA or 401k, the mean balance is $38,314 for 
respondents who were long-term unemployed. However, it is almost triple that amount for steady 
workers ($102,557).   
 
There are individuals in all four employment categories who have little home equity (home value 
less mortgages) in their homes.  Median home equity among homeowners was $7,963 for those 
respondents who worked without interruption and $14,560 for those who were long-term 
unemployed.  The highest home equity, $43,596, is found among those not in the labor force, 
who are likely to be older.  
 
 
IV.  AFRICAN AMERICANS COMPARED TO OTHER HOUSEHOLDS 
 
African Americans have less wealth, on average, than other U.S. households (Oliver and Shapiro 
2006).  Because a family's wealth can be used during hard times to cover expenses, savings are 
particularly important when a family member loses a job, or is forced to cut back on work hours.  
While many households received pink slips during the recent recession, the unemployment rate 
of African Americans in April 2011, 16.1% is much higher than the 8.0% rate for whites.14  
Among MRRS respondents, 17.1% of all respondents were unemployed in the month prior to the 
first interview; the rate was 28.8% among African Americans and 13.2% among whites.   
 

                                                 
14 Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates for April 2011 from the May 6, 2011 News release, "The Employment 
Situation—April 2011."  Available at <http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.nr0.htm> 
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MRRS data confirm that African Americans have little wealth, on average, and that a substantial 
wealth gap exists between blacks and other households.  The typical African American 
respondent has only $281 in net worth, compared to $30,832 for the typical non-black 
respondent $30,832 (not shown).    
 
African Americans also have smaller balances in their bank accounts than other households.  The 
typical African American account-holder in the MRRS has a balance of about $283 while the 
median for non-black account holders is almost seven times as high, $1,870.  Because these data 
include money held in savings accounts, not just checking accounts, they tell us that non-blacks 
have a much larger reserve fund that they can use to sustain themselves during the slow 
recovery.     
 
There is also a large difference between home values for African Americans and other 
households.  The typical black homeowner in the Detroit Metro area owned a house valued at 
$68,516; while the typical non-black household’s home was worth $139,882.  Also, a much 
smaller percentage of African Americans own homes (36 vs. 69%).  
 
What about African-Americans' liabilities?  The proportion of African Americans who have 
medical debt is higher than the fraction of non-blacks:  42.4% vs. 24%. Also, the proportion of 
black respondents who have fallen behind paying utility bills (26.3 percent) exceeds the 
proportion of non-black respondents (9.5 percent).  Moreover, the typical black respondent with 
outstanding utility bills owed about $764, while the typical non-black respondent owed about 
$476.   
 
Comparing African Americans' assets to their debts reveals that about 48 percent of blacks have 
zero or negative net worth, a statistic that identifies individuals for whom the value of all debts 
fully offsets or exceeds the value of all the assets that they own.  These people are coming out of 
the recession with no reserves, or owing more than they own.  Only 28 percent of non-black 
respondents have zero or negative net worth. 
 
V.  A MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF HOME OWNERSHIP AND NET WORTH 
 
We now turn to a multivariate analysis of the relationship between home ownership, other 
factors and net worth. Median net worth (assets less debts) is $19,484 for all respondents. 
 
Table 5 presents the results from regressions that analyze the relationship between the amount of 
wealth that respondents have, and a number of their characteristics.  This analysis allows us to 
isolate the relationship between any single characteristic and the amount of wealth that 
respondents have. In column 1, the dependent variable is the natural log of net worth; in column 
2, an indicator variable which equals 1 if the respondent has zero or negative net worth. 
 
As shown in Table 5, being unemployed for at least 6 months is negatively associated with the 
natural log of net worth (column 1), but this relationship not statistically significant.  The 
coefficients in Column 1 also show that nonblack females, black females and black males all 
have substantially less wealth than white men, even when differences in education, family 
structure, and health are taken into consideration.  For example, African American men have 
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about 85% less wealth than white men with similar employment, educational and household 
characteristics. 
 
The regression results also show that although owning a home is positively associated with net 
worth.  However, having two or more mortgages and being a recent homeowner are both 
negatively associated with net worth.  These results suggest that newer homebuyers and those 
who took out second mortgages or home equity loans were hurt most by the housing market 
crisis.  These findings are similar to  those of Chakrabarti et al. (2011) who find that it is mostly 
homeowners who bought their homes after 2005 who are now “under water,” that is the current 
value of the home is lower than the purchase price.  Because housing is a large part of many 
families' portfolios, a decline in housing prices has important effects on a family's wealth.15    
 
The regression results in the column 2 show the relationship between respondent characteristics 
and the probability of having zero or negative net worth.  Although the long-term unemployment 
variable has a positive sign, its coefficient is not statistically significant. The homeowner-related 
measures do bear a strong relationship to the probability of having zero or negative net worth.  
Homeowners are less likely to have negative net worth than renters.  However,  recent 
homeowners and respondents with more than one mortgage each have a higher likelihood of 
having zero or negative net worth than others.16 For example, converting the coefficient on 
recent home ownership into an odds ratio reveals that having zero or negative net worth was 1.76 
times more common among recent homeowners than among others. These results underscore our 
earlier observation that it is recent policies and recent trends in the housing market that have 
adversely affected Americans, rather than the practice of owning a home per se. 
 
 
VII.  CONCLUSION 
 
The first wave of the MRRS data provides a glimpse of how residents in the Detroit Metropolitan 
area are faring several months after the official end of the Great Recession.  Many are struggling 
financially, and many have little savings.  Some respondents have fallen behind on their utility 
bills; many respondents are juggling several different types of debt; and, only a little over one-
half report that they have more savings than debts.   
 
While some of these findings echo results found in other recent studies of the plight of American 
households after the recession, the MRRS data offer a unique opportunity to observe the 
situations of a broad cross-section of residents in a state that has been strongly affected by the 
recession.17  The data suggest that as the economy slowly recovers, priority should be given to 

                                                 
15 Our own analysis of FHFA data on housing prices reveals that housing prices dropped about 20%, on average, in 
the state of Michigan between the first quarter of 2007 and the 4th quarter of 2009.  For the Detroit Metropolitan 
Statistical Area the drop was 29%.  (See HPI calculator at the Federal Housing Finance Agency's website at 
<http://www.fhfa.gov>) 
16 The unconditional means for the probability of having zero or negative net work are 26 percent for MRRS 
homeowners and 45 percent for renters (data not shown). 
17 In a study of older households, Shapiro (2010) found that one in ten households was late paying bills, although the 
study only measured late payments on existing loans, not utility payments as we have done above.  A study of 
households with substantial retirement savings reports that the stock market crash eliminated about $2 trillion in 
defined contribution plans, which represented a 30 percent drop in retirement savings relative to pre-recession 
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policies that can help the long-term unemployed regain their footing financially, along with 
recent homeowners, and families with multiple mortgages.  
 

                                                                                                                                                             
levels, and that a substantial number of people drew down retirement savings to cope with the recession (Coe and 
Haverstick 2010, p. 1).  Our findings are consistent with this latter finding, even though the MRRS sample is 
broader because it includes those without retirement accounts.  Finally, a recent survey found that 19 percent of 
individuals who had "lost ground" during the recession increased their credit card debt during the recession, and that 
60% had withdrawn funds from any accounts, including retirement accounts, in order to pay their bills (Pew 2010, p. 
4).  While the MRRS data suggest that 12% of families have made withdrawals from their retirement accounts, the 
difference between the two surveys could lie in the Pew Center's having asked about withdrawals from a wider 
range of savings instruments. 
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Table 2. MRRS respondents who are 
behind  on selected payments   
   Percent

Rent  26.1
(2.88)

Mortgage  10.2
(2.07)

Medical Bills  13.9
(1.68)

  
0 bills behind  61.3

(2.27)
1 bill behind  21.1

(2.25)
2 bills behind  13.5

(2.24)
3 or more bills behind  4.1

(0.67)

 
Standard errors are in parentheses; all data are weighted.  
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Table 3. Debt held by labor for status 

  

  

Respondent 
worked (FT or 
PT) all weeks 
(2007‐2009)  

Respondent was 
long term 

unemployed (6 
or more 

months) and no 
one else in the 
household held 

a job  

Respondent not 
in the labor force 
for every month    Everyone else 

Total debt   

Unconditional mean  $115,094   $39,077 $90,120  $77,930 

(12,386)   (8,460) (31,245)  (8,704) 

Unconditional median  $77,082
 

$9,059 $19,034  $19,548 

(21,299)   (2,857) (13,613)  (6,960) 

Mean among those who   $123,223
 

$44,435 $102,535  $86,193 

have debt  (12,337)   (9,374) (34,018)  (9,296) 

Median among those who   $93,917
 

$9,809 $29,315  $27,835 

have debt  (20,719)   (2,218) (12,939)  (11,382) 

                       

Credit card debt     

Unconditional mean  $6,165   $2,242 $3,255  $6,015 

(969)   (640) (587)  (1,557) 

Unconditional median  $985
 

$88 $0  $482 

(652)   (219) (174)  (434) 

Mean among those who  $9,486
 

$4,338 $6,769  $9,791 

 have a credit card balance  (1,301)   (1,142) (758)  (2,105) 

Median among those who   $3,863
 

$1,802 $1,910  $2,553 

have a credit card balance  (326)   (240) (197)  (367) 

                       

Medical debt     

Unconditional mean  $539   $4,845 $2,577  $1,690 

(120)   (1,521) (976)  (408) 

Unconditional median  $0
 

$0 $0  $0 

(93)   (242) (391)  (95) 

Mean among those who   $2,353
 

$10,165 $7,505  $6,023 

have medical debt  (372)   (1,166) (2,037)  (833) 

Median among those who  $905
 

$1,668 $1,720  $1,567 

 have medical debt  (113)   (371) (171)  (552) 
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e Table 3. Debt held by labor for status - Continued 

  

  

Respondent 
worked (FT or 
PT) all weeks 
(2007‐2009)  

Respondent was 
long term 

unemployed (6 
or more 

months) and no 
one else in the 
household held 

a job  

Respondent not 
in the labor force 
for every month    Everyone else 

 
 
 
Utility bills past due 

   

Unconditional mean  $101   $266 $121  $106 

(27)   (73) (40)  (22) 

Unconditional median  $0
 

$0 $0  $0 

(118)   (226) (217)  (106) 

Mean among those who owe   $779   $1,051 $1,184  $896 

positive amounts  (84)   (120) (356)  (71) 

Median among those who   $479
 

$992 $765  $708 

owe positive amounts  (48)   (228) (134)  (120) 
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Table 4. Asset held by labor force status 

 

  

Respondent 
worked (FT or 
PT) all weeks 
(2007‐2009)  

Respondent was 
long term 

unemployed (6 
or more 

months) and no 
one else in the 
household held 

a job  

Respondent not 
in the labor force 
for every month    Everyone else

Total assets      

Unconditional mean $229,348   $67,245 $293,308  $158,198

(29,022)   (8,591) (98,274)  (26,645)

Unconditional median $150,261   $15,993 $121,890  $81,019

(12,732)   (7,655) (30,780)  (18,323)

Mean among those who have   $234,917
 

$74,427 $320,533  $166,052

a positive amount of assets (30,413)   (9,200) (105,438)  (28,053)

Median among those who have  $154,501
 

$24,012 $137,003  $87,915

a positive amount of assets (13,737)   (9,095) (46,793)  (22,488)

                      

Bank account balances     

Unconditional mean $14,368   $2,371 $4,996  $6,491

(3,132)   (1,221) (1,491)  (1,816)

Unconditional median $1,864   $10 $384  $575

(236)   (19) (204)  (155)

Mean among those who   $15,322
 

$3,567 $6,058  $8,059

have a bank account (3,394)   (266) (1,155)  (2,289)

Median among those who   $1,961
 

$100 $867  $961

have a bank account (233)   (19) (402)  (101)

                      

IRA/401k balances     

Unconditional mean $74,373   $8,067 $97,517  $41,660

(13,107)   (3,232) (48,853)  (14,546)

Unconditional median $18,048   $0 $0  $0

(8,045)   (4,649) (16,717)  (1,026)

Mean among those who   $102,557
 

$38,314 $248,747  $92,546

have a IRA/401k (16,797)   (2,211) (106,502)  (30,923)

Median among those who   $40,634
 

$19,369 $87,815  $24,786

have a IRA/401k (16,523)   (3,461) (33,614)  (5,581)
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Table 4. Asset held by labor force status - continued 

 

  

Respondent 
worked (FT or 
PT) all weeks 
(2007‐2009)  

Respondent was 
long term 

unemployed (6 
or more 

months) and no 
one else in the 
household held 

a job  

Respondent not 
in the labor force 
for every month    Everyone else 

Total house value     

Mean among homeowners $154,920   $112,892 $184,079  $153,496 

(15,690)
 

(12,400) (34,764)  (17,002) 

Median among   $128,946   $105,708 $145,891  $136,098 

homeowners (15,478)   (18,356) (33,101)  (13,452) 

                     

Home equity     

Mean among homeowners $21,631   $42,566 $66,128  $38,258 

(11,618)
 

(6,994) (14,868)  (11,682) 

Median among $7,963   $14,560 $43,596  $17,351 

 homeowners (8,010)   (10,503) (21,203)  (16,670) 

                     

Net Worth     

Percent with negative or zero     30.5   43.1 31.5  33.2 

net worth
 

(3.22)
 

(5.16) (5.97)  (3.60) 

Percent with negative or     28.7   12.5 16.8  19.7 

zero home equity   (3.75)   (4.41) (6.15)  (3.86) 
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Table 5.  Regressions analyzing Net Worth 
   Log of Net Worth Respondent has zero or negative 

net worth  

Black male -0.845***   0.287 
(0.28) (0.25) 

Black female -1.781***   1.181*** 
(0.26) (0.23) 

Non-black female -0.931***   0.660** 
(0.25) (0.23) 

Younger than 35 0.022   -0.116 
(0.25) (0.21) 

Older than 45 0.999***   -0.691*** 
(0.24) (0.21) 

Long-term unemployment -0.349   0.161 
(0.26) (0.22) 

Worked steadily 0.070   -0.111 
(0.21) (0.18) 

Owns home 2.435***   -1.076*** 
(0.24) (0.21) 

Has two or more mortgages -1.772***   1.114*** 
(0.40) (0.33) 

Recent homeowner -1.049***   0.565** 
(0.28) (0.25) 

High school dropout -0.261   -0.101 
(0.26) (0.22) 

Attended college  0.724***   -0.203 
(0.22) (0.19) 

In poor health -1.101***   0.706*** 
(0.22) (0.19) 

Has children -0.182**   0.113 
(0.08) (0.07) 

Has learning disability 0.006   -0.229 
(0.31) (0.26) 

Born outside the US 0.655*   -0.701* 
(0.38) (0.38) 

Lives alone -0.616***   0.353* 
(0.22) (0.19) 

Retired   0.417   -0.122 
(0.47) (0.46) 

N 908   908 
  Adjusted R-square = 0.364 Wald stat = 139.82 
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